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A one-stop shop for secure electronic workflows – KDRS and OpenLimit
provide the full functionality of the eID Server to public authorities in the
German State of Baden-Württemberg.
KDRS/RZRS Baden-Württemberg and OpenLimit pool their respective fields of competence
to create a unique technology solution.
Baar, January 20th, 2011 ― KDRS/RZRS Baden-Württemberg and the electronic signature
expert OpenLimit have signed a cooperation agreement. OpenLimit’s e-signature products,
the new eID service and its technology solutions for reliable and legally binding long-term
storage of documents are from now on available as a unified solution provided directly by
KDRS and the data center. This collaboration is unique in the Federal Republic of Germany
and represents a truly outstanding type of partnership.
“The application of security technologies from OpenLimit and its partners in the context of
the new ID card is going to improve and expand the variety of solutions offered by KDRS and
will have an impact far beyond the borders of Baden-Württemberg”, said Frank Wondrak,
chairman of the executive board at KDRS/RZRS. “The cooperation agreement is of an
outstanding nature for OpenLimit because it comprises all the latest technological
developments of the company, including our unique competence with respect to the new
German eID card” said Peer Dietrich, member of the executive board at OpenLimit SignCubes
AG. An encouraging number of concrete initial customer inquiries concerning the new
product offering as for instance the eID service have already been logged. Both partners will
be present at the upcoming event of the German Association of Cities in Baden-Württemberg
and afterwards at this year’s CeBIT in Hannover to provide prospective customers and the
public with further information about their new cooperation and product portfolio. For this
purpose a jointly developed product flyer has been released, describing the eID server of
the German eID card and further related technology solutions offerings.
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About KDRS/RZRS:
The company association Kommunale Datenverarbeitung (KDRS) and Rechenzentrum Region
Stuttgart GmbH (RZRS) is a modern IT service provider focused on the public sector with a
market share of nearly 100% in the Stuttgart area. The data center serves municipalities in
Baden-Württemberg with a complete product portfolio for municipal IT infrastructure.
About OpenLimit
OpenLimit Holding AG is an internationally leading provider of certified software for
electronic signatures and identities. Our software components can easily be integrated into
existing applications, enable the efficient management of electronic documents, mediaconsistent workflows and process optimization in all business areas. Maximum security and
legal validity are the outstanding features of the software solutions on offer. OpenLimit
holds the very first certification recognizing compliance with the most stringent
international security standard for software products, Common Criteria EAL4+.
For further information, please visit: http://www.openlimit.com
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Legal disclaimer
The contents of this announcement are solely intended for informational purposes and do
not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation, to buy or sell securities of the
company. The OpenLimit Holding AG shall accept no obligation for losses which arise in any
way in connection with this announcement or the information provided by the company. This
particularly applies for the losses of shares of the OpenLimit Holding AG.

